ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS BY CUSTOMER

YOU ARE REQUIRED TO MANUALLY SIGN THIS FORM AND SEND IT TO IB TO EVIDENCE THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED IT, READ IT, UNDERSTAND IT AND AGREE TO ITS TERMS.

I/We acknowledge that:

» I/We have read carefully the IB Client Agreement, and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements;

» The contents of the IB Client Agreement and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements have been fully explained to me by the materials provided by IB in a language which I/we understand. I/we have agreed to the Agreement being in English.

» Should I/we choose to use the algorithms available on the trading platform, I/we certify I am/we are aware of the training and documentation available on the IB website and I/we confirm that I/we have a good understanding of the algorithms as well as the compliance and regulatory issues that may arise from algorithmic trading.

» I/we have been given an adequate opportunity to ask questions of IB's representatives and to consult my own legal advisers about the IB Client Agreement and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements.

» I/we have received the IB Client Agreement and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements. I confirm that I am trading on my own account and understand that IB, when calculating the balance in my account, may net off funds that is payable to me by IB against funds that is payable to IB by me.

» I/we have read and completed the Account Application and other relevant documents for Hong Kong Users previously provided to me by IB and confirm that the information I have provided is true and complete.

» I/we agree to electronically sign additional documents included during the account opening process and from time to time, including, but not limited to risk disclosures and other agreements.

First Account
Holder Name: ____________________________
Signature: ______________________________
Date: ________________________________

Second Account
Holder Name: ____________________________
Signature: ______________________________
Date: ________________________________

STAFF DECLARATION (For Internal Use only)

I declare:

» The customer was provided with the IB Customer Agreement and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements in the English Language; and

» The customer was invited to read the IB Customer Agreement and the Hong Kong Risk Disclosure Statements, ask questions and take independent advice if the customer wishes.

CHAN Ka Yi, Iris (AOM577)   BIAN Yinmei (BCI444)   ZHANG Ting (BAU597)   DAI Aina (BAD684)
MA Wai Shan (AZL242)   LEE Fung Ching, Vivienne (ADH984)   SHUM Yiu Lun (BFX529)   TSE Perry (ATE080)
WONG Kwan Lok (BFC247)   WANG Weijian (APG573)   SO Wai Nin, William (ATB506)   WONG, Wing Ki Winky (BID605)
LIU Sai Kit (BJS797)

Signature of Registered Representative: ________________________  Account Number: ________________________